SHARE YOUR VOICE! – THE STEP-BYSTEP ONLINE BUSINESS CHECKLIST FOR
SPIRITUAL ENTREPRENEURS
You have a voice, a message, something to say that will help others and
you feel compelled to speak now. You are done with playing small and
continuing to wait for the magic bullet. You are the magic, after all – so
lets get to monetizing your voice!
So, what do you need?

1. BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF YOUR VOICE.
Stop with the second guessing, the wondering, the ‘I am not sure’-ing
and all of that stuff. You have the ability to create ART, MUSIC, BOOKS…
Or You want to teach, speak, coach, counsel, heal and get clients
online…
Well, lets just do it!
None of the overthinking has helped you before and why do you think it
will help you now?
Be done with that!
BE DONE WITH THAT NOW!
Believe in the power of your voice…
Believe in the calling within you and lets get to work making it happen.
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2. DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO SERVE PEOPLE
Do you want coaching programs that you deliver on or offline?
Do you want to run a mastermind or retreat or event?
Do you want one on one clients?
Do you just want people to buy your music, art, books?
Do you want to teach people to create art, music, books?
Or maybe a combination of everything?
To get your first $500 online, just pick one idea and determine to
promote that until you are making money with it.
Give it a results based name, if necessary – The ‘Drop A Dress Size On 10
Days’ Coaching program
Decide how you want to deliver it
Of course, you cannot do this with a book, art, music – It already has a
name!

3. SET UP A PAYPAL BUTTON
Decide how much you want to sell your thing at…
Set up free business account with paypal and set up a button (Look
under tools in the top bar)
Have it to hand for when people enquire and are ready to move. Send it
to them fast before they overthink things. You are the leader in this
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relationship – LEAD YOUR PEOPLE TO THE SALE! Believe in the power of
what you have!

4. SET UP FACEBOOK PAGE (IF YOU DON’T HAVE ONE ALREADY)
Give it your name.
Put a great profile pic in there – YOUR FACE!
Design a great cover photo that feels good enough to you – Use
http://fiverr.com if you don’t want to do it yourself or use canva.com if
you do.
Create 5 social media quote images using canva.com and schedule them
in for the day on your page. DO THIS DAILY!
Do a livestream telling people what your business is about and who you
are. Maybe no one will come but start as you mean to go on! DO THIS
DAILY to build up community. Talk about whatever you want to talk
about.

5. SET UP FACEBOOK PAGE LIKE ADVERT
Use the adverts manager preferably.
Start with a $5 budget
Write 2 ads at $5 a day budget and start building your page this way…
Remember these are people so try to get them engaging with you and
your quote images as soon as possible.
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Leave the ads running for a day and see which one seems to be working
best…
If no clear winner, leave it again until one seems to be doing better…
Stop the poorly performing one and start another one to run against the
winning one…
Try to get those likes for 20c or less
Keep doing this until you do.
Test, tweak, test some more!

6. EVERY DAY, WRITE A SHORT BLOG POST OR DELIVER A 60-90SEC
VIDEO
Now, you may be very prolific and want to write long epistles like I do or
do the really long videos…
Yes, do that because it will build community but also, deliberately write
short posts of 300 words or less (videos of 90seconds or less) that entice
people to send you a message to enquire about your program or art.
If books or music, I would just write a post that has a link to where they
can purchase it at the end. There is no need for people to message you
about it, if they can just consume it without any input from you.
Upload the post and then set up a $1 advert to promote it JUST TO
PEOPLE WHO LIKE YOUR PAGE.
Make sure the post has a call to action at the end telling them CLEARLY
To send you a message to find out more.
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7. TEST, TWEAK, TEST, TWEAK
Most of your results will be found in testing and tweaking!
There is no magic, except to keep showing up and keep communicating
with your growing audience, keep capturing them to your page, keep
selling them something!
THE 3Cs – Communicate, Capture, Close
When they send you a private message, offer to jump on the phone with
them if it is for a high ticket item (You decide if it is high ticket or not –
your best conversion will come on the phone with them.) – Ask them
what they want, why they want it, what gets in the way of them getting
it and how you can help them get there. As soon as they say yes, send
over the paypal link! And then keep following up until they buy from
you.
OR you can talk back and forth with them over messenger and then send
them over that paypal link.
Again, keep testing and tweaking to see which close works better for
you.
Follow those intuitive nudges and don’t feel you have to stick to a
particular way fo doing things every single time – you are a creative
person after all so allow your personality to shine through!
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OK, so this is just one of the various ways to monetize your voice. Start
here.
I find that people get so caught up in the many, different things they
could do and so then they don’t do ANYTHING!
Follow this simple plan, keep reading my emails, invest in working with
me – I have a vast resource of information I send out for free and also
for my private clients.
And to start with, right now, to overcome your need to play small…
Here is the first step to changing things and it costs $5
Check it out – http://rnk.clickfunnels.com/oygnew
Fight for, deliberately design the life you are born to live
Because you want to!

Hey, who do you know needs this?
Please send them to
http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/shareyourvoice
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